State-of-the-art deep neural network recognition systems are designed for a static and closed world. It is usually assumed that the distribution at test time will be the same as the distribution during training. As a result, classifiers are forced to categorise observations into one out of a set of predefined semantic classes. Robotic problems are dynamic and open world; a robot will likely observe objects that are from outside of the training set distribution. Classifier outputs in robotic applications can lead to real-world robotic action and as such, a practical recognition system should not silently fail by confidently misclassifying novel observations. We show how a deep metric learning classification system can be applied to such open set recognition problems, allowing the classifier to label novel observations as unknown. Further to detecting novel examples, we propose an open set active learning approach that allows a robot to efficiently query a user about unknown observations. Our approach enables a robot to improve its understanding of the true distribution of data in the environment, from a small number of label queries. Experimental results show that our approach significantly outperforms comparable methods in both the open set recognition and active learning problems.
Abstract-State-of-the-art deep neural network recognition systems are designed for a static and closed world. It is usually assumed that the distribution at test time will be the same as the distribution during training. As a result, classifiers are forced to categorise observations into one out of a set of predefined semantic classes. Robotic problems are dynamic and open world; a robot will likely observe objects that are from outside of the training set distribution. Classifier outputs in robotic applications can lead to real-world robotic action and as such, a practical recognition system should not silently fail by confidently misclassifying novel observations. We show how a deep metric learning classification system can be applied to such open set recognition problems, allowing the classifier to label novel observations as unknown. Further to detecting novel examples, we propose an open set active learning approach that allows a robot to efficiently query a user about unknown observations. Our approach enables a robot to improve its understanding of the true distribution of data in the environment, from a small number of label queries. Experimental results show that our approach significantly outperforms comparable methods in both the open set recognition and active learning problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robotic applications demand special considerations when designing a visual recognition system. The open set nature of robotics means that a robot will encounter observations belonging to novel, out-of-distribution classes. Any classifier prediction in a robotic environment can trigger some sort of costly robotic action. As such, a recognition system must not silently fail when observing a novel example by incorrectly predicting a label from the training set distribution, as shown in Figure 1a . Additionally, a robotic vision system should not cease learning after the initial training phase. The distribution of data in the training set will undoubtedly vary from the true distribution of data in the robot's operating environment. By sampling data from the environment and interactively querying a human user about novel observations, a robotic vision system can continue to improve its understanding of the real-world data distribution, as shown in Figure 1b .
Detecting out-of-distribution observations is known as novelty detection and the problem of both classifying indistribution observations with the correct class label and detecting novel examples is known as open set recognition. The task of interactively querying a user for labels is referred to as active learning. If a recognition system can select the most informative observations for labelling, the model can efficiently learn from a small number of labelled examples. This is important for robotics, as the number of observations may be very large but the labelling budget is likely to be small. In this work we focus on the active learning of novel classes, also referred to as open set active learning. A model trained on known classes is deployed in an environment containing both known and novel classes. The active learning algorithm aims to learn about the novel class distribution from as few human-labelled examples as possible.
Conventional classification approaches, such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs) with softmax classifiers [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , are closed set by design. As such, these commonly used methods are limited in their ability to detect novel examples. Softmax-based CNNs are not only forced to predict a known label for out-of-distribution examples, but often do so with high confidence [5] . Approaches that are limited in their ability to detect novel examples, are also limited in their ability to learn from and improve their understanding of the corresponding unknown classes. As a result, these conventional softmax-based approaches are not suitable for open set robotic vision problems.
Deep metric learning algorithms learn a transformation from the image space to a feature embedding space, in which distance is a measure of semantic similarity. State-of-theart deep metric learning models demonstrate an impressive aptitude for transfer learning [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , meaning that features are likely to be co-located based on class, even when those classes are outside of the training distribution. This not only allows for the reliable detection of novel examples, but also provides a meaningful way of determining an observation's informativeness of the true class distribution. This knowledge enables efficient querying in an active learning setting, allowing the model to learn about novel classes from a small amount of labelled examples.
An overview of our approach is shown in Figure 1 and the main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We present a deep metric learning approach to novelty detection and open set recognition, showing that it outperforms conventional CNNs and purpose built novelty detectors (Sections III-B and IV-B). • We propose an open set active learning approach using metric spaces, which allows a model to efficiently learn about observed novel classes (Section III-C). • We show that our proposed approach to active learning significantly outperforms comparable methods at small labelling budgets (Section IV-C). • For a labelling budget of zero, we investigate if the representation of observed novel classes can be improved using unsupervised pseudo-labels (Section IV-D).
II. RELATED WORK

A. Novelty Detection and Open Set Recognition
An in-depth review of classical novelty detection approaches can be found in the survey by Pimentel et al. [13] . Common methods include probabilistic approaches [14] , [15] that estimate the probability density function of the data, distance approaches [16] , [17] that assume novel examples are located far from known examples, domain approaches [18] , [19] that treat the task as a binary classification problem and information-theoretic approaches [20] , [21] that analyse the information content of data. Novelty detection is related to the task of anomaly and outlier detection [22] .
Recent works that make use of deep CNNs include a Generative Adversarial Network approach [23] , in which a multiclass discriminator is trained with a generator that creates data from both known and novel distributions. Mandelbaum and Weinshall [24] propose a density-based confidence score that can be applied to novelty detection, as an alternative to confidence scores based on softmax probabilities [5] .
Bendale and Boult [25] propose an open set version of a softmax classifier named OpenMax. Class probabilities are revised using a meta-recognition Weibull model fitted on distances between activation vectors and per-class mean activation vectors. A pseudo-class representing unknown classes is introduced, allowing direct measurement of novelty.
Liang et al. [26] introduce an out-of-distribution detector called ODIN that operates on pre-trained softmax-based networks. The authors use softmax temperature scaling and input pre-processing to push softmax scores from known and novel classes further apart. This method requires a forward pass, backward pass and second forward pass through the network to perform novelty detection.
A contrastive loss metric learning approach is proposed in [27] . However, the classification performance is poor, making it unsuitable for direct use in open set recognition. Further, the work proposed in [27] , along with [28] , requires out-ofdistribution examples during training.
B. Active Learning
Classic methods of active learning include uncertainty approaches [29] , [30] , [31] and decision-theoretic approaches [32] , [33] , [34] . A comprehensive review of these methods can be found in Settles' survey [35] . Recent works have investigated active learning with CNNs [36] , [37] , [38] , [39] , [40] . Approaches include framing active learning as a reinforcement learning problem [39] , generative adversarial active learning [38] and a core-set based approach [40] . These methods aim to select a subset that best represents the entire set of unlabelled examples, for the purpose of initial training. Our method is focused on learning from observed novel classes that are not present in the existing training set. This means that rather than selecting a subset that best represents the entire unlabelled set, we want to select a subset that best represents the novel classes in the unlabelled set. In other words, we don't want to waste our limited labelling budget on classes that are already well learned.
III. METRIC LEARNING FOR OPEN SET PROBLEMS
We first introduce the notation used for the remainder of this paper. For a given observation with label y, a trained neural network produces a β-dimensional feature embedding
i ] T corresponding to the feature embedding vector of the i-th labelled training image.
A. Deep Metric Learning
Deep metric learning refers to metric learning approaches that make use of deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs). Unlike conventional classification models, such as a CNN with a softmax classifier, metric learning algorithms aim to learn a transformation from the image space to a feature embedding space M, in which distance is a measure of semantic similarity. Deep metric learning approaches learn feature embeddings that are amenable to transfer learning [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] . This suggests that such models are suitable for detecting novel examples.
The deep metric learning approach we use in this paper is described in [12] . A Gaussian kernel, or radial basis function, is centred on each training feature embedding. The probability that example x has class label l is computed as:
where σ is a shared standard deviation and S ⊆ C is the set of training nearest neighbours for example x.
During training the Gaussian kernels pull examples of the same class together and push examples of different classes apart. The loss for a given training example is the negative logarithm of the true class probability. The approach is made scalable to large numbers of classes and examples through the use of fast approximate nearest neighbour search. Training is made feasible and efficient by periodic asynchronous updates of the training embeddings and nearest neighbours, negating the need to do so after every network update.
Although many deep metric learning approaches perform well on transfer learning tasks, the feature embeddings learned by commonly used triplet approaches are not well suited to classification [41] . In contrast, the Gaussian kernel approach performs well for transfer learning as well as classification, outperforming softmax classification on several datasets [12] . This makes the model suitable for our open set recognition and active learning setting.
B. Novelty Detection and Open Set Recognition
We now describe the problem of detecting out-ofdistribution observations. Let K denote the distribution of the known training data and N denote the distribution of unknown data that is outside of K. Our open set recognition system should determine whether an observation x is from the known distribution K or the unknown distribution N . If x is from K, the classifier should predict a class labelŷ ∈ K, otherwise it should be labelled as unknown/novel.
The deep metric learning model used by our approach [12] stores all training set feature embeddings C and computes the Euclidean distance between an example embedding and its set of nearest neighbours for the purpose of classification.
Distance between examples in the metric space can be used as a measure of semantic similarity. We expect that most observed examples from a known class will be located nearby training set embeddings of the same class. Observed examples that are not located nearby any training set embeddings are novel to the model and are likely from N . Since it is known the metric learning model transfers well to novel classes, we expect the model to be well suited to novelty detection. This assumption is evaluated in Section IV-B.
Our open set classifier and novelty detector predicts a class labelŷ for example x as follows:
where n is a novelty function and δ is a threshold. We investigate the effectiveness of several simple distancebased novelty measures (n(x)) for use in a deep metric space. Distance-based measures are appropriate since we know that the metric learning model transfers well to novel classes.
1) Nearest neighbour distance (NN dist.): is the distance between an observed example and its nearest training set embedding. The Euclidean distance between the embeddings x and c i is denoted as d(x, c i ).
2) Maximum class density (density): is found by computing the per class densities of training set embeddings nearby an example, using the Gaussian kernel sum from Equation 1. For notational convenience in Equation 2, we subtract the class density from one.
3) Entropy: is the Shannon entropy of the class density distribution from Equation 1.
n (x) = − l P r(y = l|x) log (P r(y = l|x))
Algorithm 1. Open set active learning with unlabelled to labelled density ratio (ULDR).
Precondition:
Labelling budget b Set of unlabelled feature embeddings (observations) U Set of labelled feature embeddings C 1: for 1 . . . b do 2:
Initialise r(i) = 0, for all i ∈ U Query user for label of u q 8:
Add to labelled set 9: U .remove(q) Remove from unlabelled set 10: end for 11: Fine-tune deep metric learning model on C 12: function ULDR(i, U, C) Query selection 13 :
14:
return r 15: end function
Since the metric learning model's class probability distribution is computed based on class densities, the density measure is equivalent to measuring novelty based on the maximum class probability. Density is suggested as a suitable measure for novelty detection in [24] and we adapt the method for our approach, using the shared Gaussian σ. We define b as the labelling budget, that is, the number of labels that can be obtained from a user. Since b may be significantly smaller than the total number of observations, it is important that examples are selected for querying based on an informativeness measure. This selection process is known as query selection. previously learned classes is not lost. Observations should be selected for querying based on two criteria. The first is the novelty of the observation with respect to the labelled training examples. The second is the potential informativeness of a given observation to the set of all unlabelled observations. This criteria means that query selection should favour examples that are both in regions of high unlabelled example density and regions of low labelled example density. In other words, we should select feature embeddings that are far from labelled embeddings and nearby many unlabelled embeddings.
C. Active Learning of Novel Classes
Our proposed approach to query selection, shown in Equation 6 (Line 13 of Algorithm 1), is the ratio of unlabelled density and labelled density. The value of σ is the same as in Equation 1. The next example selected for querying is that with the largest unlabelled to labelled density ratio (ULDR). When an example is labelled, it is removed from the set of unlabelled observations U and included in the set of labelled examples C, which includes the original training data. The ULDR query selection method ensures examples that are both far from labelled examples and in regions of high unlabelled density are favoured. This is important because a lone unlabelled observation is less informative than one with high unlabelled density. It is likely that a cluster of novel observations indicates the presence of a class that is outside of K, but common in N . Such observations should be the first to be queried.
As discussed in Section III-A, fast approximate nearest neighbour search and period asynchronous updates of the training embeddings can be utilised to make query selection and network fine-tuning scalable to large numbers of classes and training examples. Nearest neighbours are computed to classify an observation and can be used to consider only a local neighbourhood of training examples for the ULDR computation. These details are discussed in depth in [12] .
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Set-up
We evaluate our deep metric learning approaches to open set recognition and active learning of novel classes on three datasets: Stanford Cars196 [42] , Oxford Flowers102 [43] and CUB Birds200 2011 [44] . For each dataset, the first half of classes, that is, the first 98, 51 and 100 classes respectively, are taken as known classes (from K). The remaining half are taken as novel classes (from N ). The datasets are split into training, observed and test sets. The training sets contain only known class images, while the observed and test sets contain an equal number of known and novel class images.
A VGG16 [2] architecture is used for all experiments, as we find this network configuration performs well for transfer learning tasks. The second fully connected layer, FC7, is taken as the embedding layer. This produces a 4096 dimension feature embedding for a given input image, and therefore, a 4096 dimension metric space. The network is trained on the training set of known classes, following the methodology described in [12] . Training data is augmented using random cropping and horizontal mirroring. A learning rate of 0.00001, weight decay of 0.0005, momentum of 0.9 and shared Gaussian kernel σ of 91, 75 and 103 is used for Cars196, Flowers102 and Birds200, respectively. All hyperparameters are selected as described in [12] .
B. Novelty Detection and Open Set Recognition Results
The network is first trained on the training set of known classes. The observed set, containing examples from both known and novel classes, is then used for the evaluation. We compare a deep metric learning (DML) approach with differing novelty measures (NN dist., density and entropy, as discussed in Section III-B) with the following baselines and state-of-the-art novelty detectors and open set classifiers: evaluate with a fixed threshold, analysing the novelty detection F-measure, i.e. F 1 = 2 (precision·recall) precision+recall , and open set recognition accuracy (Acc.), which is the standard classification accuracy with a single unknown/novel superclass for all observations from N . Both our approach and [5] have only one tunable parameter (the threshold δ), while [25] and [26] each have three. A withheld set of images is used to tune parameters such that the withheld set F-measure is maximised, as suggested in [25] . Note that no parameter tuning is needed for the AUROC and AUPR measures for our approach or the softmax baseline [5] . Since OpenMax [25] explicitly includes a novel pseudo-class probability, AUROC and AUPR measures cannot be computed. As such, we report only the F-measure and open set accuracy for this approach. Results are shown in Table I . Our approach outperforms the compared methods on all evaluation measures and datasets, in most cases by a significant margin.
C. Open Set Active Learning Results
The network is first trained on the training set of known classes. Query selection is then carried out on the observed set, which contains examples from both known and novel classes. The network is then fine-tuned with the selected observed set examples, together with the original training set examples. In our experiments, labels are provided to the model automatically in response to a query. This simulates the process of a human user providing labels to a robot. We evaluate on the test set, containing unseen examples from both the original known class set and the novel class set. Classification accuracy on both the novel classes only and the combined novel and previously known classes is reported. Note that individual novel classes are used for the accuracy calculation in this section, not a single superclass, as in Section IV-B. The following approaches are compared:
• Softmax w/ Uncert.: A conventional softmax approach with a typical query selection method based on classifier uncertainty. The observation with the largest Shannon entropy is queried. • DML w/ Random: Deep metric learning approach with random query selection. • DML w/ FNN [46] : Deep metric learning approach with furthest nearest neighbour (FNN) query selection [46] . The observation with the largest distance to its nearest labelled example in the metric space is queried. Results are shown in Figure 2 . Note that the metric learning model from [12] is used for all DML methods. Our experiments aim show two important points: that deep metric learning is better suited to open set active learning than softmax-based networks, and that our proposed ULDR approach to query selection is efficient and effective. The softmax-based approach is outperformed by even random query selection with a deep metric learning model. Our proposed ULDR query selection method significantly outperforms the compared approaches for small labelling budgets. This shows how our method would allow a robot to efficiently query a user for labels, minimising the number of queries needed to achieve a given performance and therefore minimising the required human effort. For labelling budgets of less than 10%, our approach outperforms the nearest compared method by an average of 16.3% on Cars196.
A t-SNE visualisation [45] of the novel class test set metric space is shown in Figure 3 . Novel test classes are already quite well clustered before any learning has taken place with novel examples. This shows the transfer learning capabilities of deep metric learning that motivate our approach.
D. Improving Novel Class Representation with Zero Labelling Budget
We further investigate whether a model can improve its representation of observed novel classes with a labelling budget of zero. We use spatial relationships in the metric space to generate pseudo-labels for observed examples. In other words, the knowledge that deep metric spaces transfer well to novel classes is used to generate a training signal. We use k-means [47] , with k-means++ initialisation [48] , to obtain pseudo-labels for each observed example. The network is fine-tuned using the observed examples with pseudo-labels together with the original training examples.
The value of k is selected such that the Silhouette Score [49] is maximised, indicating that the cluster assignments are tight. A k value of 240 is used for the Cars196 dataset. Since the true labels of the observed set are not known in this case, we evaluate how well the network has learned to represent the novel set of classes using a recall measure on the test set examples. Recall@m (R@m) is the fraction of test examples that have the same true class label as at least one of their m nearest neighbours in the metric space. Experiments are run several times and the results are averaged. Table II shows the Recall@m of the novel examples in the Cars196 test set. Note that the test metric space contains examples from both known and novel classes. The classification accuracy of the test set examples from known classes (Known Acc.) is also shown. The pseudo-label approach is compared to a model that has not been fine-tuned on the observed set (initial). This is the lower bound on performance. Active learning (AL) results are also included, with labelling budgets b of 10% and 100%. The 100% labelling budget is the upper bound on performance, as the entire observed set is labelled. Figure 3 shows a t-SNE visualisation [45] of the novel test set metric space. Compared to the initial metric space, novel classes are better clustered. Interestingly, these results indicate that although no true labels are available for the observed set, there is merit in allowing observed examples to be pushed into a better region of the metric space. We do not expect known class accuracy to improve with this method, but importantly, it does not deteriorate (see final column of Table II ).
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the suitability of deep metric learning to open-set robotic vision problems was investigated. We showed how a deep metric learning classification model is well suited to novelty detection and open set recognition. A novel approach to the active learning of previously unknown classes was also proposed. At small labelling budgets, our approach significantly outperforms comparable methods. This would allow a robotic vision system to efficiently and effectively extend its understanding of the environment beyond the original training distribution.
